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A SURJECTIVITY RESULT FOR NONLINEAR




Summary. The main purpose of the present paper is to es-
tablish a surjectivity result for nonlinear continuous mappings
on uniform spaces. Then one can prove that every surjective,
continuous and expansive map of an uniform space onto itself
has a unique fixed point. Moreover, such a map is a global ho-
meomorphism of the uniform space onto itself. As a consequence
of the main theorem a generalization of McCord's theorem to
locally convex spaces is proved.
The main purpose of the present paper is to establish
a surjectivity result for nonlinear continuous mappings on
uniform spaces, using the technique of Kasahara [lJ. Then
one can prove that every surjective, continuous and expan-
sive map of an uniform space onto itself has a unique fixed
point. Moreover, such a map is a global homeomorphism of the
uniform space onto itself. As a consequence of the main
theorem a generalization of McCord's theorem [ZJ to locally
convex spaces is proved.
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§1. A surjectivity result. We shall denote by X a sequenti~-
ly complete Hausdorff uniform spaces whose uniformity is
generated by a saturated family of pseudometrics
and by Y a quasicomplete Hausdorff uniform space with a sat-
urated family of pseudometrics {p (x,y) : ].Ie: At}. (cf. [3J,].I
[4]). The uniform space V is said to be quasicomplete if
every bounded closed subset of V is complete in the induced
topology.
If a e::: V and S c= V we shall use the standard notation
V(].I)(a,S)= inf{p].I(a,x): x e::: S}
Let ¢:MxVxV ~ M be a mapping and {YQ}:=o' {YQ};=o be
sequences in V. We shall use the notation
Let (¢) = {¢(].I)(t):].1 e::: M} be a family of functions
1 1 1¢(].I)(·):R+....R+ (R+ = [0,(0)) with the properties:
1) ¢(].I)(t)is non-decreasing and continuous from the right
wi th respect to t on R1, for fixed ].Ie::: M.
Z) 0 < ¢(].I)(t)< t for all t > 0 and ].Ie::: M.
3) For every ].Ie::: M there exists ¢(].I)(t)e::: (¢) such that
sup {¢(¢n(].I,Yn,Yn))(t) : n= O,l,Z,o •• } ~ ¢(].I)(t)
where ~(].I)(t)/t is non-decreasing in t.
Assume there is a mapping Q:A ....M which is onto, and
let T:X ~ V be a continuous mapping and F c= V be a bounded
and closed subset of V.
ThEOREM 1. Assume: (1) thepe is a mapping <l(A):A ~ Rl
such that fop ev er u x e::: X t.her e exists z e:: X fop which the
following inequalities hold
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PA (X,Z) ~ a(A)V(k(A)) (Tx,F)
for every A e: A,
V(jJ)(Tz,F) .:;; 4>(jJ)(V(ep(jJ,Tx,y))(Tx,F)))
for every u e:: M and y e:: F. (2) there exist an el.ement:
Xo e: X and a constant ~ = ~(jJ,F) > 0 such that
for every y e: F and n = 0, ',2, .... Then there exists an
a £ X for which Ta e:: F, and moreover:
L
n=o
(Here $n(jJ)(t) stands for n-th iterate of $(lJ)(t), as func-
tion of t, and $o(jJ)(t) = t ).
Proof. By the assumption' for every x -=X the set
Sex) = Lz e:X:pA(x,z).:;; a(>..)V(k(>..)) (Tx,F)
and V(k(>..))(Tz,F) ( 4>(kCA))(V(<P(k(>..),Tx,y))(Tx,F))
for every A e:: A and y -= F}
is nonempty. Begining with Xo e: X from assumption 2, we
define the sequence {xnr;t=o by chosing x, e:S(xo),x2 e:
S(x,), ..• ,xn+1 e: S(xn),.... Now the sequence is independ-




P, (x ,x +1) ~ a(A)4>(k(A)) (V(¢(k(A),Tx 1,y))(Tx 1,F))Ann n- n-
2~ a(A)4>(k(A))(4>(¢(k(A),Txn_1,y))(V(¢ (k(A),Txn_2,y))(Txn_2,F)))
~ ... ~ a(A)4>(k(A))(4>(<P(k(A), Txn_, ,y))
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Z~ <lJ(~)(<jJ(</JC~,Txn_l,y))(V(</J (~,Txn_Z,y))(Txn_Z,F))) ~ •••




then the serie I ~n(~)(~) is convergent and hence
n=o
lim .j;n(~)(~) = O.
n....o
Hence
and therefore {xn}:=o is a Cauchy sequence that in view of
the sequential completeness of X tends to the limit a e:: X.
The continuity of T implies lim Tx = Ta in Y. But Y is qua-n ....oo n
sicomplete and F is bounded and closed. Therefore Tae:: F.
Finally, we have
p\(xo,a) ~ P>. (xo'x1) + P>. (x , ,xZ)+ ... +P>. (xn-1 ,xn)+ p>. (xn,a)
n-l -12
~ ap) I <lJ (~) (~) + P>. (xn,a)
12=0
and then, when n .... 00 ,
Theorem 1 is thus proved. •
Theorem Z is a consequence of Theorem 1. Here the
assumption for aquas icompleteness of Y is not necessary.
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THEOREM 2. T:X ~ Y be a continuous map. Suppose there
are a map a(x):A ~ Rl and one eZement Xo ~ X such that for
every X ~ X there is i E X for which
and
Pk(A) (Tx.,y) ~ ~(k(A))(PHkCA), h,y) (h,y))
for every A IE: A and y e: Y, and for n = 0,1,2, ••.
Then T is surjective. Moreover, if Tx = t then
cc
a{A) L ~n(k(A))(~(k(A),£)) < 00
n=o
§2. Application 1 -Fixed points. Now we are going to obtain
fixed point theorem for surjective continuos and expansive
mappings.
We shall consider a uniform space X with a saturated
family of pseudometrics {p~(x,y) :~ ~ M}. Here the mapping
~ is defined only on M, that is ~:M ~ M.
The mapping T:X ~ X is said to be a ~-expansion on X
if
for every x,y e: X and ~ e: M.
If, for instance, we choose ~(~)
with ° < k~ < 1, then
u and ~ (~) (t)
THEOREM 3. Let T:X ~ X be a continuous, surjective and
~-expansive mapping. If there is XOE X whose inverse image
r-1xo contains an eZement Xo such that
(n=0,1,2, ••• )
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then T has at least one fixed point.
Proof. Since T is surjective we may define the
{x} by the equality x Tx.. +1' begining with Xon n=o n "xl satisfying the assumption of the theorem. Setting




c.~ = p~(xn,xn+l)~ ~(~)(p~(~)(Txn,Txn+l))= ~(~)(p~(~)(xn_l,xn))
~ ~(~)(~(H~))(p~2(~) (xn-2,xn-1))) ~ ...





show that {x}oo is a Cauchy sequence becausen n=o
Then the completeness of X implies lim xn = x c= X.n....oo
x is the desired fixed point of T. In fact, since
uous, x = Tx and lim x = x, then x = h.n n+l n....oo n
The element
T is con tin-
THEOREM 4. Let the aondititons of Theorem 3 hold true.
If, in addition, we suppose that for every fixed points x
and y of T the sequenae {P~n(~)(x'Y)}:=o is bounded, that is,
P~n(~)(x,y) ~ Q(~,x,y) (Q > 0), then T has a unique fixed
point ..
Proof. The desired conclusion follows immediately from
the inequalities
P~(x, y) s H~) (PH~) (h, Ty)) = ~ (~) (PH~) (x, y)) ~
n-l... ~ H~) (HH~)) ( .. ·H~ (~) (P~n(~)(x,y))...)) ~
-n~ ~ (~)( (~,x,y)).
COROLLARY 1. Let the aonditions of theorems 3 and 4
hold good for T~, whiah is a ~-expansion for some positive
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integer ~. Then T has a unique fixed point.
Let us redefine the family (~), using the conditions
(1) and (2) and replacing the condition (3) in §1 by the
following one:
3') for every ~ E M,
lim ~()J)(~(H)J)) (...H<pn(~)) (t) ... ))
n-+-ClO
0, t > o.
In Theorem 5 the notation of ~-expansion is taken with re-
spect to the redefined family (~).
THEOREM 5. Let T:X -+- X be continuous, surjective and
~-expansive mapping. If (1) the mapping <p:M -+- M is surjec-
tive and P)J(Xn'Xn+m) 9 P<p()J)(Xn'Xn+m) for some Xo ~ X and
every )JE M, where xn = Txn+1, and (2) for every two fixed
points of T, X and tj,
< ClO (n=O,1,2, ... )
then T has a unique fixed point.
Proof. Let us put e~ = p~(xn,xn+1)' p()J)
Then
~(~)(P<p()J){xn-1 ,xn)) ~ ~()J)(~(<P()J))(P<p2(~) (xn-2,xn-1))) ~
n-l...~ lI>()J)(~(<P()J))(...~(<P (~))(P<pn()J)(xo'x1))" .))
n-1~~(~) (HH~)) (••. ~(<P (jJ))(p(jJ))...)).
Therefore 1im cu = 0 for every u e: M.
n-+-ClO n
We suppose, by contradiction, that {xn}:=o is not a
Cauchy sequence. Then there exists E > 0 and finite numbero
of pseudometrics {pu} such that for every v there is
m =m(v) > v and p = p(v) > 0 for which PjJ-(x,x ) ~ E •m m+p 0
But <p is surjective and we can f ind vuEM such that 0= <P(J.I).
Moreover, P (x ,x + ) ~ p~( )(X ,x + ) ~ E • Let p be theJ.I m m P 'I')J m m P 0 -
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smallest positive integer for
follows that PA,( )(x - l'x )
'I' II m+p- m
PA,( )(x +-,x), we have
'I' II m p m
c <:: a.<P(1l) <:: p (x - x ) + p (x - x) « c.<PC~) + e:o ~ v ~ <P(ll) m+p'm+p-l <P(ll) m+p-l' m ~ m+p-l 0
Passing to the limit in the last inequality when v + 00 we
obtain lim a.<P(1l) e: On the other hand we have:
v+oo v o'





for v + 00, e: ~ t(ll)(e: ). The obtained contra-o 0
that {xn}:=o is a Cauchy sequence. From there
can be accomplished as those of Theorem 3 and
REMARK. The mapping T is continuous, surjective and
inversible. The inverse mapping T-1 is continuous, because
it is a contraction. Therefore T is a global homeomorphism
of X onto itself. Moreover, if we state Xo = T-1xo' one can
obtain a fixed point theorem for ~-contractive mappings,
as in [5]. Then by choosing particular values of ~(ll), we
obtain the fixed point theorem of Tarafdar [6], Theorem 11.
§3. Application 2 - McCord's Theorem. Here we establish an
extension of McCord's Theorem [2]. Let E and G be Hausdorff
locally convex topological vector spaces with saturated fam-
ilies of seminorms, I] 01;>. :;>. e: A} and I] o~ll : IIe: M}, respec-
tively. Assume there exists an onto k:A + M, and let T:E + G
reacontinuous linear mapping.
THEOREM 6. Suppose that for eao n IJ~ G with 1 IJI • 1II
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for some p E M, there exists an eZement x ~ E and mapppings
1o.()..) : I\. ->- R+, S(p):M -+ [O,SJ, 0 < S < 1, such that
Ixl).. ~ o.(A) and ly-Tx~k(A) ~ S(k(A)) for every A € 1\.. Then
T is surjective. If C = Taj then lalA ~ o.()..) ! sn.
n=O
Proof. Let x ~ E and y e:: G. One can suppose that y i Tx,
then there exists p ~ M such that Iy-Tx~ # 0, because
o ~ois a Hausdorff space. Then we can find an element z ~ E for
which IzlA ~ o.(A) and
I y - TxIY-Txl~o - Tzi ~ S(k(A)).k(A)
Let us put x = x + I y-Txl k(A) z, We have
and then
TX - Y = Tx - Y + ly-Tx~k(A) Tz,
for every A E 1\., and so for every p e:: M, the following ine-
quality is satisfied:
In order to obtain the assumptio~of Theorem 2 we define the
mapping ~:GxG ->- M in the following way: for every ~,~ e:: G,
~(~,y) is the index ~ e:: M of the norm for which I~-YI~ # o.
Then we put ~(Tx,y) = ~ . Since ¢ does not depend on ~, weo
have ~(~,y) = p (TO,y) where ° is the null element of E.
u
Applyin~ Theorem 2 we obtain the assertion of Theorem 6. •
Acknowledgement. I thank you very much the referee for his
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